
JANUARY 2021

ENDLESS MOMENTS OF PLEASURE CHAPTER #2 - HOME IS A
FEELING

Marc and Lauren open up the doors to their world, a safe oasis in which harmony and the closest

bonds are revealed through simple gestures and pleasant sensations.

Marc and Lauren’s home radiates sensuality, personality and warmth.

Home Is A Feeling invites us to discover an intimate world, a domestic nest with a refined, delicate

mood, where harmony and the closest bonds are revealed through gestures and sensations.

A sphere of subtle “perfection” in which everyone finds their ideal space, an oasis of relaxation in which

to savour precious moments and give a new meaning to time and to oneself.

Neutral hues and high-quality materials, furniture with sophisticated and soft lines, light and relaxing

shades fill Marc and Lauren with a feeling of wellness for the mind and body, expressed in the

relationship with the spaces and with nature, creating a perfect harmony between indoors and

outdoors. 

In the heart of the living area, the Blazer seating system, with the precise geometry of its volumes and

its fluid aesthetic, marked by ultra-elegant quilted effects, creates a pleasant refuge where the

emotions are welcome, and where the two protagonists spend their time relaxing, chatting and

dedicating themselves to their passions. Blazer is joined by the Fynn Saddle-Hide armchairs, the Mattia

coffee table and the Quincy Chevron bench, while a reading corner provides the perfect setting for the

Torii armchair and ottomans.

The natural light of the surrounding landscape floods the large outdoor terrace. 

A veritable extension of the living area, it hosts the Sunray seating system with its soft white cushions,

discreetly accompanied by the Daiki Outdoor armchairs. 

An experience where time stands still, to be enjoyed to the full by each and every one of its

protagonists.

Dive deeper into the interior design project

Watch the episode "Contemporary Beauty"

Watch the episode "Architectural Appeal"

Special thanks to: 7 For All Mankind, Bagutta, Bs Living, Carpyen, Ermenegildo Zegna, Fabi, Firmamento

Milano, Francesco Buda, Galleria Open Art, Gilles Caffier, Gubi, Isabella Nurigiani, Le Solferine Milano,

Maison Thiry, Pineider - Rabitti 1969 (by GIOBAGNARA), Silhouette International, Studioformart.
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JANUARY 2021

ENDLESS MOMENTS OF PLEASURE CHAPTER #2 - HOME IS A
FEELING

Marc and Lauren open up the doors to their world, a safe oasis in which harmony and the closest

bonds are revealed through simple gestures and pleasant sensations.

Marc and Lauren’s home radiates sensuality, personality and warmth.

Home Is A Feeling invites us to discover an intimate world, a domestic nest with a refined, delicate

mood, where harmony and the closest bonds are revealed through gestures and sensations.

A sphere of subtle “perfection” in which everyone finds their ideal space, an oasis of relaxation in which

to savour precious moments and give a new meaning to time and to oneself.

Neutral hues and high-quality materials, furniture with sophisticated and soft lines, light and relaxing

shades fill Marc and Lauren with a feeling of wellness for the mind and body, expressed in the

relationship with the spaces and with nature, creating a perfect harmony between indoors and

outdoors. 

In the heart of the living area, the Blazer seating system, with the precise geometry of its volumes and

its fluid aesthetic, marked by ultra-elegant quilted effects, creates a pleasant refuge where the

emotions are welcome, and where the two protagonists spend their time relaxing, chatting and

dedicating themselves to their passions. Blazer is joined by the Fynn Saddle-Hide armchairs, the Mattia

coffee table and the Quincy Chevron bench, while a reading corner provides the perfect setting for the

Torii armchair and ottomans.

The natural light of the surrounding landscape floods the large outdoor terrace. 

A veritable extension of the living area, it hosts the Sunray seating system with its soft white cushions,

discreetly accompanied by the Daiki Outdoor armchairs. 

An experience where time stands still, to be enjoyed to the full by each and every one of its

protagonists.

Dive deeper into the interior design project

Watch the episode "Contemporary Beauty"

Watch the episode "Architectural Appeal"

Special thanks to: 7 For All Mankind, Bagutta, Bs Living, Carpyen, Ermenegildo Zegna, Fabi, Firmamento

Milano, Francesco Buda, Galleria Open Art, Gilles Caffier, Gubi, Isabella Nurigiani, Le Solferine Milano,

Maison Thiry, Pineider - Rabitti 1969 (by GIOBAGNARA), Silhouette International, Studioformart.
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